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NM Sheriff Deputized a Whole Church to Keep Doors Open
During COVID, Exempting them from Lockdowns
Sheriffs are the last line of defense between
a rogue government and citizens, argues the
Constitutional Sheriffs and Peace Officers
Association (CSPOA), which recently held a
major conference in Las Vegas, Nevada. 
Alex Newman, a senior editor of The New
American magazine, was in attendance and
interviewed Glenn Hamilton, a sheriff from
Sierra County, New Mexico.
Hamilton, who was a guest speaker at the
CSPOA event, shared with Newman that
during COVID-19, New Mexico’s Governor,
Michelle Lujan Grisham, discriminated
against Christians, sending out on the eve of
Easter a notification to citizens through the
AMBER Alert system, informing citizens that
churches were non-essential and were
therefore closed.
Sheriff Hamilton helped keep the church
doors open by utilizing an exception in the
governor’s order, allowing for law
enforcement officers to be able to exempt
from avoiding large gathering, and
deputized an entire congregation to protect
their right to assemble.

For more interviews by Alex, check out Conversations That Matter

https://thenewamerican.com/video/newman/?utm_source=_pdf
https://thenewamerican.com/author/alex-newman/?utm_source=_pdf
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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